what time does burger king stop serving breakfast - burger king first introduced breakfast to its line up of offerings in the 1970s and today there are 22 different breakfast offerings at the chain but if you're looking to partake you'll need to get there during breakfast hours not at noon most locations of burger king open at 6 a.m and begin serving breakfast at that time, burger king wants to rule breakfast by offering customers - burger king's newest discount is quite a whopper not that kind of whopper the kind that gets customers to walk in and smell the coffee burger king rolled out its own coffee subscription, burger king breakfast sandwiches wikipedia - the supreme breakfast sandwich formerly the enormous omelet sandwich is a breakfast sandwich sold by the fast food restaurant chain burger king it consists of sausage patties bacon eggs and american cheese on a sesame seed bun the meat normous omelet sandwich was a variant on the enormous omelet sandwich that added a portion of ham to the sandwich it is one of their late teen to young, breakfast battles heat up at panera burger king - the breakfast wars are heating up as chains like panera and burger king double down here's why executives say it is becoming the most important meal of the day, burger king burgers chicken salads breakfast and sides - burger king menu burgers chicken and more salads and veggies beverages breakfast sides sweets value menu kids meals, burger king 386 north ave ne atlanta ga restaurants - the burger king restaurant in atlanta ga serves burgers breakfast lunch and dinner prepared your way the original home of the whopper our commitment to quality ingredients signature recipes iconic sandwiches like the flame grilled whopper sandwich and fast family friendly dining experiences in a welcoming environment is what has
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